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This quick and easy collection of chicken recipes contains 101 recipes ranging from simple chicken

nuggets that are perfect for toddlers to dinner entrees that will impress and delight guests at any

special event. Chicken is a versatile ingredient thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s well suited for any kind of meal, so

whether youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re planning a school-day lunch, Saturday night get-together or a special

Sunday dinner, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find a recipe here that will fit your time schedule and budget. This

cookbook covers a wide diversity of chicken recipes, from boneless chicken to bone-in, including

quick recipes for the skillet, baked chicken, salads, chicken on the grill, soups and slow cooker

recipes.Prep time can turn off even the most enthusiastic cook. ThatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s why these recipes

are so popular. They donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have dozens of ingredients or contain complicated

preparations, so youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll have your meal ready to cook in just minutes. Get in and out of the

kitchen fast with 101 Easy Chicken Recipes!
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I was fairly impressed with this cookbook. Its layout is conveniently separated into methods of

cooking - Skillet, Oven Baked, Slow Cooker, Grilled, etc. and occasionally further separated by the

type of chicken (bone-in vs. boneless). I found it easy to navigate and even easier to read. The

recipes themselves are simple even for beginners to follow but have good flavor and are fairly

diverse for a chicken based cookbook. I did find a few of them to be fairly underhanded on the level

of seasoning they recommended, but I enjoy a lot of flavor & spice in my foods and it is easy

enough to adjust the recipe to suit your personal tastes. I would recommend this cookbook if you're

looking to diversify your use of chicken.

If you love chicken and who don't then you will really enjoy this super delicious cookbook that has

such recipes as lemon chicken and a delicious kung pao chicken and a whole lot more. With over

one hundred recipes to choose from you are sure to find many that you and your families will love.

Thank you and enjoy your meal and enjoy your day.

I gave this book a shot as the only meat I eat is chicken. And always cooking it on my George

Foreman grill can get kind of boring. Happy to say there were many ways here to spice up the

chicken. They are easy and straight forward enough that even I can understand them, which is a

feat. If you are looking for new ways to spice up your chicken, you've found some great recipes.

I just loved all these recipes. I have been looking for something different to try for my kids and

husband and this book is absolutely magic. All the recipes in the book are really simple to make. I

have prepared some already for my kids and husband and they both loved them. No left overs on

our table for a change!!! I couldn't believe all the wonderful recipes for the price. 101 Quick & Easy

Chicken Recipes will definitely add a bit of change and flavor to your kitchen table. Highly

recommended!!! Two thumbs up!!!

While the book does have tons of chicken recipes that I never would have thought of, there isn't

really anything exciting about reading this book. It is more akin to a thick pamphlet, than a cook

book. There are no pictures to help guide one to the end result and there seems to be quite a few

typos or editing mistakes. Still, the ideas are there and if you don't need visual aids to point you in

the right direction, then this book will make a nice edition to your kitchen without taking up a lot of

room.



Quick & Easy? No, not quick, not easy, and NO PHOTOS. Black & white on cheap laser printer

paper, not glossy paper. No color. No photos. I can find recipes like this on the Internet. I was

hoping for photos of creative chicken dishes, which are eye-appealing, quick and easy. This book

provided none of that. Totally disappointed.

Not all the recepies I liked, but there are several that are absolute hit in our family and certainly will

become our staples. Just for that - worth it's money.

Better recipes on Pinterest didn't like the recipes hate having to leave feedback before I'm done

looking at the book
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